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Symboli Traje tory Evaluation
(STE) [2℄ is a high-performan e simulation-based model
he king te hnique. It ombines three-valued simulation (using the standard values 0 and 1 together with the extra value
X, "don't know") with symboli simulation (using symboli
expressions to drive inputs). STE spe i ations are made in
a restri ted temporal language, where assertions are of the
form A = C ; the ante edent A drives the simulation, and
the onsequent C expresses the onditions that should result.
It is up to the spe i er of a system to de ide the balan e
between using expensive symboli variables and heap X's.
The standard implementation te hnique of STE is to repla e
the signal data type of an existing simulator with BDD based
symboli expressions resulting in 0, 1 or X. The key property
of STE is that in prin iple only one single symboli simulation run is needed to he k whether an STE assertion holds.
STE has been extremely su essful in verifying properties of
ir uits ontaining large data paths (su h as memories, fos,
oating point units, et .), whi h are beyond the rea h of traditional symboli model he king te hniques.
Disadvantages of STE The STE assertion language allows a very areful ontrol over how many BDD variables will
be introdu ed in the simulation pro ess, thus ontrolling the
size of the resulting BDDs. However, as with all BDD-based
te hniques, there is a possibility that BDDs will blow for a
parti ular appli ation.
Another disadvantage is that a simulator-based STE implementation an only propagate information forwards in time,
while many properties naturally need a ba kwards information ow to be veri ed. An example of this is when the ante edent ontains an assumption about an output whi h is
needed to show something about an input mentioned in the
onsequent. The urrent formal semanti s of STE only allows
forwards reasoning [5℄. However, there exist generalizations
of STE whi h feature algorithms for ba kwards reasoning [5℄.
Unfortunately, these algorithms require a xpoint omputation, and are mu h more ompli ated than the original forward STE algorithm.
Our idea We would like to investigate an alternative way
to implement STE, namely by repla ing the simulator by a
SAT solver [4℄. The simulator in STE has two jobs: (1) It has
to perform three-valued simulation, and (2) it has to perform
symboli simulation.
Modern SAT solvers internally propagate information about
variables, whi h is linear in time and bidire tional. Moreover,
the simplest form of propagation (unit resolution) is at least
as powerful as three-valued simulation.
Further, when all information about variables is propagated,
the SAT solver hooses a variable to bran h on: the variable is independently supplied with the values 0 and 1, su h
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that more propagation may take pla e. When we restri t the
bran hing of the SAT solver to the symboli variables used in
the STE assertion, it an derive at least the same information
as a symboli simulator.
We an thus see that there is a tight mat h between a modern SAT solver and reasoning about STE assertions. Given
an transition system T (s; s0 ), to he k the STE assertion
A =
C , with temporal depth n using SAT, we (roughly)
reate the propositional logi formula P by (T (s1 ; s2 ) : : :
T (sn 1 ; sn )
[A℄) [C ℄. Here, [A℄ and [C ℄ are translations
of STE formulas to propositional formulas. We then try to
prove P with a SAT solver whi h is only allowed to bran h
on the symboli variables ontained in A and C . Thus, we
get the same omplexity bound as STE via BDDs, be ause
the omplexity of the SAT pro edure is exponential in the
number of bran hes.
Advantages of performing STE via SAT One major advantage of implementing STE using SAT in the way des ribed
above is that ba kwards reasoning omes for free, be ause
of the bidire tional nature of SAT-propagation. This leads
to a simpler implementation of forward/ba kwards STE, and
makes the te hnique easier to semanti ally reason about.
STE gives a weak semanti s to a subset of LTL, whi h
means that some STE properties are true in a standard LTLsemanti s, but not true in STE. However, one an always
transform su h a property into an LTL-equivalent property
that is true in STE, by introdu ing more symboli variables.
The user of an STE system an thus balan e the line between weak reasoning power but qui k veri ation results,
and strong reasoning power but more expensive he ks.
We feel that the implementation te hnique des ribed here allows the user to explore this balan e even more. For example,
there are more powerful propagation te hniques (su h as saturation [3℄) whi h are still polynomial but whi h take us beyond
three-valued simulation. And what happens when we let the
SAT solver bran h on more variables after an STE he k has
ome ba k with a ounter example that ontains X's?
Related Work Bjesse et al. [1℄ have previously used a SAT
solver for STE in a di erent way. They simply repla ed the
BDDs in the simulator by propositional formulas, and used
a SAT solver to he k the validity of the resulting formula.
Their approa h also only propagates information in a forward
fashion.
Results and Future Work We have implemented a translator from STE assertions to SAT problems. As an initial
experiment, we have veri ed a memory ontroller (in luding
a a he and a memory). Even without the bran hing restri tion, the resulting SAT problems were very easy to verify!
Our next step will be to test the method on real-world examples. We hope that we an ooperate with industry in order
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to nd interesting test ases. We also want to investigate the
e e t of using stronger propagation and bran hing on more
variables. Finally, a natural dire tion of future resear h is to
investigate how to implement GSTE [5℄ using SAT along this
line.
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